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S T E A M  S O L U T I O N S

Yes it is Rocket Science!  Build and launch Wicked Cool’s 
favorite solid fuel rocket, the customizable E2X: perfect for the 
young aerospace engineer.  Keep a Commander’s Log as you 
investigate the solar system, design a satellite, and build a 
space base for an astronaut. Blast off with a solid fuel, high 
flying, rocket launch at the end of the week (weather permitting).   

Make it a full day: Continue with the flight plan and launch water 
rockets, make galactic slime, and map distant constellations as 
part of your out-of-this-world interstellar journey.

What’s so wow about our all new science week?  Have fun with a 
science scramble of totally random experiments, models and 
science adventures.  Start with cartoon character science to 
explore Pokemon physics and explore geology with Steven 
Universe.  Next, delve into candy chemistry using 
chromatography and make a jar that glows like fireflies.  We’ll 
grow seeds on a sponge tower and build a working monocular to 
explore the tiny worlds around us.  

Make it a full day: In the afternoon we’ll make homemade rock 
salt ice cream and shimmering crystal stencils. Save the turtles 
by learning about their habitat, life cycle and how to keep them 
from becoming extinct.  

WOW! science

ROCKET science 2020

WICKED COOL vet school
Do you dream of becoming a veterinarian? Grab your lab coat,  
animal lovers, as we learn about our  favorite furry, flying and 
fishy friends!  Make amazing animal models, build big bones and 
investigate animal intestines from our favorite vertebrates: birds, 
mammals, reptiles, amphibians and fish. End the week with a 
featured live animal visit with tips for animal care and keeping 
pets healthy (optional, added fee).  

Make it a full day: Dissect an owl pellet to discover a predator’s 
diet. Try your hand catching some invertebrates as we study 
insect exoskeletons, look at animal cells and parasites. 

Since 2007, Wicked Cool for Kids has offered amazing kids 
summer programs that blend STEAM education goals with the 
kind of fun that kids need on summer break. We champion a 
great mix of focused lessons with structured play that maintains 
academic integrity within a creative environment. 

Our summer programs integrate STEAM components that 
create a rich and intentional learning environment  with fun 
challenges and hands-on activities that reinforce grade 
expectations and beyond. Most of the inquiries that we receive 
from parents regard the daily structure and the blend of 
activities, so we have provided a clear picture of how a typical 
day unfolds in our programs.

STEAM 
Education



Learn to program free roaming LEGO robots and make 
science come to life!   
Get in gear with LEGO’s new iPad updated software to build 
Milo the science rover and other fun untethered robots.   
In the morning, explore guided robotics projects to create an 
earthquake shake table to test house designs. Next, create a 
bot to sort and recycle items.  

Make it a full day: Design your own specialized bots that use 
sensors to explore space or create a safe wildlife crossing. 

FULL DAY ONLY: The Mania continues!  Explore and build 
worlds that have been customized for Wicked Cool learning 
activities.  Construct complex Minecraft villages and map out a 
hands-on model community, built with real world materials.  
Learn the secrets of Minecraft to forge unique tools, discover 
the awesome power of redstone, and create automated 
factories to supply your empire.  Design light-up circuits and 
simple machines to take home.

S T E A M  S O L U T I O N S

What LEGO challenges do kids love? 
Our LEGO Engineering program includes STEM-based 
challenges and free-building.  We will build mechanisms that 
incorporate gears, flywheels, and cams to build amazing 
contraptions. We’ll crank up the fun using creativity to build with 
LEGOs in problem solving challenges. Kids can design a 
spinning eggbeater or create a car to carry LEGO bricks.  

Make it a full day! Merge LEGOs with machine power to create a 
power car, dragster, and dog bot!

Programs

FULL DAY ONLY: Minecraft Mania is a blend of virtual learning 
and companion, hands-on activities that explore science and 
engineering using the Minecraft game. Use an interactive 
avatar to investigate a game-based educational environment. 
Engage in both computer and real world activities covering 
geology, engineering, physics, and biology. Learn about the 
properties of rocks and minerals and take home your own rock 
collection. Use your skills to build skyscrapers and simple 
machines and plant your own crops in fun experiential trials. 

MINECRAFT mania 

LEGO engineering

MINECRAFT mania 2: the sequel

WEDO LEGO robotics 2.0



S T E A M  S O L U T I O N S

Contact Us

YAHIRA TORRES

Daily Schedule
FULL day/ HALF day  

find us at www.wickedcoolforkids.com    
Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps

9:00-9:15 AM Get in the Groove: games and 
crafts promoting social 
interaction.

9:15-9:30 AM Morning warm up: schedule and 
expectation review

9:30-10:30 AM STEAM activity

10:30-11:00 AM Snack, outside, free play

11:00-12:00 PM STEAM activity

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch, 1/2 day dismissal

1:00-2:00 PM STEAM activity

2:00-2:30 PM Snack, outside, free play

2:30-3:30 PM STEAM activity

3:30-4:00 PM Finish projects, clean up, 
outside play, free play

Minimum: 8 for all programs 
Max science: capacity 
Max LEGO: 20 
Max Minecraft: 32 

Science programs: K-5th grade 
LEGO programs: 1-5th grade 
Minecraft programs: 1-5th grade 

Logistics
minimum/MAXIMUM + grade RANGE

PRICING

Program partners add 5-20% to our fee.  All programs are one 
week long unless otherwise arranged. 

YAHIRA TORRES

Program Coordinator

ytorres@wickedcoolforkids.com 

781-281-2180 
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